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INTRODUCTION 

Welcome Freshmen! 

We· are glad to have you at Cornell'--may 
you be happy with us! Four exciting and challeng
ing years will soon begin. We who have been · 
here a few years would like to offer ,some hints 
about Cornell and its traditions, customs, ·and 
regulations so that your first days on campus will 
_be happy and satisfying. 



IN THE DORMS 

On the first day that you come to Cornell you will 
take up residence in a new home-here you will meet 
some of your first Cornellians, many of whom will be 
your lifelong friends. There will be others with whom 
you will not develop such close relationships, but who, 
nevertheless, will play an important part in your life 
during the four years that you will spend at Cornell. 
Perhaps one of the most satisfying experiences that 
you will have while at college is the opportunity to 
learn to understand people and to work well with them. 
So, from the very beginning, work hard at this matter 
of your relationships with other people. 

· Perahps you have lived in a dormitory before
if you have you know from experience some of the 
problems as well as the fun involved-but whether you 
have or not, here are a few ideas that you might keep 
in mind as you begin your life in a Cornell dorm. Cor
nell is an experience in group living as well as in edu
cation, and you will want to feel that you are a vital 
part of your dorm group as well as of your class and the 
whole Cornell population. 
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So you're going to have a Roommate! 

If you have never had a roommate before you may 
well be quaking in your boots just a little at the thought 
of a stranger or strangers who are suddenly going to 
share your room with you-as well as your life; but 
cast aside your fears-you're in for a lot of fun and a 
wonderful experience. It will be something like having 
a sister around and will give you a chance to develop 
a close friendship. If you know who your roommate will 
be it might be a good idea to write to her and try to 
get acquainted a bit before you arrive at school. And 
here are a few tips that you might like to keep in mind 
as you're getting settled with your new roommate. 

Courtesy should not be abandoned "in the home". 
Remember this when you dash off to class, leaving her 
to pick up the room or to plow her way through your 
belongings in order to get out of the room. Remember 
this when you want to talk and she wants to study
the chances are that the girl down the hall is just in 
the mood for a good gab fest, and don't invite your 
pals into the room just as your roommate is ready to 
crawl into bed. 

Telephone etiquette is important too. You will not 
be dearly beloved if your phone is continually ringing 
at midnight hours-a few hints dropped at the right 
time will bring your calls in earlier. Your roommate 
may have a slight aversion to long calls, since she may 
be expecting a call, too. 

Because you are rooming with her is no reason 
to assume that all her things are automatically yours., 
So don't borrow often and never without asking; but 
preferably, don't borrow at all. 

If you happen to arrive first, be careful not to fill 
the entire room with your trophies-your roommate 
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I may have some prized possessions that she would like 
to display. 

Remember it's a fifty-fifty proposition and you will 
both have a grand time living together. 

Your V.P. 

There'll be one particular girl on your corridor 
that you will want to get acquainted with soon
she'll want to know you too-and that's your V.P. 
V.P. stands for Vice President, and she is the W.S.G.A.
officer with whom you will come in closest contact.

One of her important jobs will be to help you be
come familiar with the rules of W.S.G.A. These are 
the rules that you will live by-and you will want to 
know the correct ones, so whenever you have a ques
tion about rules be sure to ask your V.P., as she's the 
gal who will know exactly what to tell you. You will 
find that there is a good reason behind all of W.S.G.A.'s 
rules-they are passed by the representatives of the 
women of Cornell and are not rules just for the sake of 
rules-you will never find them hard to abide by. 
You may sometimes feel that rules are unnecessary, 
but just remember that the fact that you are living in 
a group makes certain regulations necessary for the 
smooth running of the group. 



Your V.P. is much more than just a walking 
book of rules and regulations-that is just one part of 
her job. You will find in your V:P. a person with whom 
you may talk on any subject and about any problem, 
be it big or little. If you want to have advice on what 
dress to wear to a particular party, if you want in
formation about activities on campus, if you need help 
with planning your· work, if you have an personal 
problems that you feel you want to discuss with some
one, or if you just want to talk, knock on your V.P.'s 
door-you'll always be welcome. 

Your Corridor 

The girls in the dorm with whom you will come in 
closest contact are those who will live on your corridor 
-though don't become a corridor recluse who never
strays away from home. On each corridor there are
about twelve to fifteen girls, one of whom is the V.P.
You will meet with your corridor for evening discus
sions during Freshman Orientation Week and will have
a good opportunity at this time to swap ideas about
college, what you want to get out of your four years
at Cornell, what opportunities will be available to you
at college, and of course to ask any other questions
that you would like to have answered or discussed.

During the year, your corridor will meet together 
at least once a week; at this time your V.P. will give 
you W.S.G.A. notices. explain rules to you, and keep 
you up to date on campus affairs. These corridor meet
ings will give you further chances to ask questions and 
to discuss problems that may be bothei;ing you as well 
as a chance to finish it up with an informal get-together. 

From time to time you will want to have corridor 
parties, and you may want to join with the girls on the 
adjacent corridor so that you will have a chance to 
meet more of your neighbors. You'll find girls from dif-
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ferent sections of the country and from the various 
colleges in the university-and you'll discover that you 
will be able to learn a great deal from associating with 
all these girls. 

People to know 
In every Cornell dormitory you will find a head 

resident, who feels a responsibility to the university 
and your parents for your welfare while you are a stu
dent at Cornell. She has a good many things to do, but 
she is always interested in getting to know you and in 
helping you to have a happy year in her dormitory. 
You will have a chance to get acquainted with your 
head resident when you are invited to sit at her table 
in the dining room, but don't restrict your acquaint
ance with her to these few occasions-drop in to say 
"Hello" when you pass by her room, introduce her to 
guests that you may have in the dorm, and you will 
find that she is a very pleasant person to know. 

To help the head residents and students in the 
larger dorms there are student deans-graduate stu
dents _who are working for advanced degrees and who 
will be happy to know you. 

Dorm Social Life 

Yoru dorm is more than just a place to eat, sleep, 
and study in-it's a place to have fun in too. During 
the year there will be a variety of social events that 
you will want to attend-and help to plan as well. 

In every dorm there is a social chairman and you 
will elect a girl from you rcorridor to help her plan and 
carry out the year's social program. The girls on the 
social committee will keep you up to date on the goings
on in the dorm and ask you for your suggestions
after all it's your social program and they want to 
know what sort of functions you would like to have. 
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There are certain social functions that are usually 
part of every dorm's program-after dinner coffee 
hours to which faculty and other guests are invited, 
informal dances, pajama parties, a formal dance, a 
formal Christms dinner, and a dorm open-house in 
the spring. 

Try to attend as many of these affairs as you can 
-you'll be sure to have a good time.

Dining room etiquette 

The meal is more pleasant if you remember your 
table manners, so here the little things your mother 
taught you about etiquette will come in handy. 

Only the head table in the dining room is ever 
assigned, but as we enter for meals we fill in the tables 
in order. This may mean that you'll be placed at a 
table where you don't happen to know anyone, but 
don't let that disturb your equilibrium-here's a 
chance to get to know and make friends with some 
more of the girls in the dorm. And one more thing
don't hide behind that love letter that just arrived in 
the mail-we'd much rather look at you. 

If you want to know one sure way to be UNpopu
lar in the dining room-complain about the food. If 
you don't happen to be happy about the menu for the 
meal, there are three possibilities to choose from: 1) 
you can order cereal, 2) you can say, "No, thank you," 
and starve in silence, or 3) just eat it anyway. The last 
will no doubt be the best solution. 

The girls who act as waitresses in the dorm are 
those who want their education badly enough to work 
for it-and they deserve your respect and considera
tion. Their job is not an easy one. Put yourself in their 
place, and you will realize that you would not like to 
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run into the kitchen fivt; or six times during the meals 
for one girl's whims. If you treat them inconsiderately 
i't only shows your inexperience. 

Several times during the year you will be invited 
to sit at head table with the head resident. It is cus
tomary for the girls who are to sit at head table at 
dinner to wait until all the other girls are in the dining 
room and then to accompany the head resident to her 
place. At breakfast and lunch, seats at head table are 
not reserved; and if the head resident enters the room 
after the girls are seated, of course those at her table 
stand up until she is seated-as you would in your 
own home when an older person entered the room. 

At breakfast and lunch you may leave the table 
as soon as you have finished eating, but unless you are 
in a terrible hurry don't leave a girl to finish her meal 
alone. At dinner everyone leaves the table together. 
Saturday night after singing the "Evening Song" and 
Sunday noon after the "Alma Mater," the whole dining 
room leaves at the same time. 

The meals come at regular hours-so be on time 
for them. Meal times are posted on the bulletin. board 
outside the dining room; and after the door is half 
closed you may not enter the dining room. Remember
ing this fact will save you a lot of embarrassment-as 
well as the loss of a meal. 

Kerchiefs, curlers, slacks, boots and coats are 
strictly out of order in the dining room. In winter per
mission may be obtained from the head resident to 
wear ski pants if you have a class directly after the 
meal. Saturday night and Sunday noon stockings are 
worn; at these meals we get away from the sweater and 
skirt routine that prevails during the week and dress 
up. It's really rather nice! 
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ACADEMIC LIFE 

THE PROFESSOR. We are really proud of the 
outstanding professors we have here at Cornell. It 
would be useless to list all the names, but you will find 
that many of your professors will be known to others in 
their fields throughout the country. Others may not be 
as famous, but they are well-equipped to teach. All of 
them have spent many years after they graduated from 
college doing research and gaining further knowledge, 
and it is a privilege to learn from such a faculty. 

All this makes them sound rather frightening and 
awe-inspiring. However, they are usually· friendly and 
anxious to help you. When you do not understand how 
that sleeve is sewn or Einstein arrived at his theory of 
relativity, go to your professor or instructor for an ex
planation. But do not expect him to come to you and 
suggest help if the marks on your papers show that you 
are not grasping the topic. The faculty assumes that a 
student in, college is grown-up enough to know when 
she needs help and will come in for it. So it is up to you 
to make the effort. .. 



STUDYING AT CORNELL. The big difference 
between studying at Cornell and studying in high 
school is in the amount of work per class hour. In high 
school you had a short assignment due in each class 
each day .for five days a week. In some subjects you 
were able to complete the homework in a time allotted 
in a study period or even at the end of the class period. 
This meant very little homework. At Cornell we spend 
fewer hours in class rooms and more time on home
work. You ·may be taking a three-hour course. In most 
classes this means three hours a week spent in class. 
In many classes the hour is a lecture period. The teacher 
will stand in front of the class and give you facts and 
ideas about whatever topic you are covering. You will 

· want to take notes as he talks, in order to remind your
self of what is said when you are reviewing for an ex
amination. Some classses are smaller, consisting of
about fifteen students. These classes are more informal,
for the teacher and the pupils discuss whatever topic
they are dealing with, so it is also valuable to take
notes in this class. Do not be afraid to speak up. Cer
tainly the teacher and many of the students know a
great deal, but, you will be surprised at how much you
know. A third type of class is the laboratory period,
usually two and a half hours long, during which you
put into practice what you have been hearing about in
lecture. You may design a pattern for a dress, cook a
meal, mix a magic formula to come up with hydrogen
sulfide, work out the derivation for a formula. It is
usually interesting work, and the instructor is helpful
in answering questions and demonstrating method.

We cannot stress too much the importance of at
tending class regularly. In some classes attendance will
be taken. In others it is your own responsibility to at
tend. The classes are held for you, the student. They
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enable you to learn, to understand, to see a subject in 
its broadest aspects. Perhaps never again will you be 
able to hear an outstanding authority speak on this 
subject. Don't miss it now. 

Homework will take more time than classes. It will 
consist of reading, writing reports and themes, working 
problems. At first the amount of work may seem slight. 
After all, you have nothing due for two weeks, when 
you have a quiz on three week's work. Don't let the 
work pile up. There is more of it than you think. But 
stick with it, be patient, and plan time to do it in. No 
one is going to stand over you with a baseball bat and 
say, "Get to work." It is up to you. You are here to 
learn. It is assumed that you are mature enough to be 
able to discipline yourself. 

THE BASIS OF GRADES. Evaulation of your 
progress varies with the subject and the teacher. In a 
science cour�e, you may be required to hand in a week
ly lab report; in English, essays. Most courses require 
at least two one-hour examinations during the term, 
called prelims, and one final exam at the end of the 
term. The type of exam varies from true-false to es
says. You will have to study a great deal for them. 
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Just one word about cheating. It may be a temp
tation, but remember that you are only wasting your 
opportunities. You are coming here by your own choice 
in order to learn, and that can be achieved only by 
doing your own work. 



"GOT A DA TE?" 

You are coming to live in a small community. The 
Campus, the dorms-in other words, "the Hill" are 
actually like a small town in many ways. First, people 
are friendly to newcomers. With your frosh caps on, 
you'll receive encouraging smiles, and "hi's" and dis
cover people are glad to help you find the place you 
are looking for. Soon you'll be seeing familiar faces as 
you cross Triphammer Bridge and in the dining rooms 
-then you, too, w.ill feel at home.

Secondly, news and gossip travel fast. That boy 
sitting next to you in English in whom you confided 
your secrets may very well be the roommate of the 
man of the moment-and don't think he won't run 
right home to give him the news. When you tell the girl 
down the hall how you would love to go out with 
Johnny-it may just happen that. the girl you tell 
knows Johnny. Many friendships are broken that way. 
Sometime at a party a couple of cute boys you flirted 
with might just turn out to be fraternity brothers of 
your date. They won't like you so much-and they'll 
be sure to bring you up in gab sessions so your date 
will undoubtedly know! News travels fast, and gossip 
even faster, so watch your step and see that only good 

news travels about you! 
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Soon you'll feel a part of Cornell, yourself. You'll 
listen for the chimes from the Jibe tower-you'll feel 
proud to show off the gorges and falls and lovely scen
ery to visitors, you'll sip coffee in the "Ivy Room" at 
the Straight in your ten o'clock dead hour, and dash 
over to Louie's for midnight snacks. You'll see the en
gineers surveying the quad, classes held on the grass in 
warm weather, the football games, all the rest-and 
what's more you'll feel that you too are a Cornellian. 

Most of us have had a blind date at one time or 
another. They are almost a necessity as an introduction 
to Cornell's social life. They provide an excellent oppor
tuntiy for meeting boys-who will be your friends and 
"buddies." 

Beware, though, of the·blind, deaf, and dumb date, 
or you may be in for a very unhappy evening. That is, 
know something about the date before you accept. A 
fraternity brother of your roommate's date, or a friend 
of hers is okay. But when someone dashes into your 
room crying. "Want a date?" ask a few questions before 
you say "Okay." Find out if she knows him; look up his 
picture in the "Cornellian" ( a supreme source of in
formation); find out whether he is tall enough for your 
new heels; find out who's going with you ( double dat
ing is very wise); and, as far as possible, all the de
tails. And then take all this dope with a grai'n of salt
after all, the prospective date may be standing by the 
phone while his friend is lauding him to the skies. This 
may all sound a bit dull or prudish, but it's a good way 
to save you from a lot of embarrassment later. 

Remember he is taking a chance, too, and is prob
ably just as anxious as you are. If the date doesn't 
turn out too well ( and haven't we all been stuck once 
or twice?) smille and have fun at the party. Don't be 
discouraged----,you'll meet many other fine men at Cor-
nell. 
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Houseparty is the time when you "party" from 
morn 'till night and have a wonderful time or a rather 
unhappy experience. To avoid the latter calamity just 
be sure your date is the kind of person you enjoy being 
with, and that he belongs to a house you enjoy going 
to. Don't jump at just any invitation to house-party 
that you get just so you can say, "Yes, I went to house
party." It isn't worth it. 

Remember that some of the girls are "imports" 
and that you and your reputation have to stick along 
after houseparty is a thing of the past. Meet the Chap
erones-they're usually grand people. Stick to your 
own date-don't go waltzing off with someone else's. 
You may come back to find your own gone-or at least 
angry. 

Don't feel that drinking is a necessity for many 
popular girls on the Hill don't drink. You are more 
conspicuous if you are indiscriminate about your drink
ing than if you don't �rink at all. Be careful of your ap-



pearance-but don't overdress, or run off to comb your 
hair every five minutes-your date may think he is 
stag and act accordingly. 

Enjoy yourself thoroughly, and show it. Your 
date has probably spent a good deal of trouble and 
money to make houseparty a success, so he be a good 
sport and have a th9roughly tremendous time-but 
don't do anything you wouldn't want people to find 
out about because, like it or not, they're bound to, 
sooner or later. 

WHAT TO WEAR 
The number and type of clothes you should have 

in college are hard to decide, as everyone has different 
tastes and needs. However an idea of the types most 
generally worn may help. 

Class wear and campus wear are informal. Skirts, 
sweaters, blouses, and perhaps wool dresses are worn. 
Coeds don't wear sloppy clothes, though slacks, dung
a'.ee�, shorts or big shirts are reserved for hikes or 
p1cmcs. 

For Saturday night parties clothes range from 
wool dresses or suits, and stockings, to party dresses 
and high heels. The main thing of course, is a neat 
and attractive appearance with the dress suiting your 
own style needs. 

You'll need a raincoat and boots to cope with 
Ithaca rain and snow, and a heavy coat to protect 
you from the cold winter winds. Walking shoes are a 
must on the hilly campus, so be sure to bring your 
saddles or loafers. 

All in all, we'd say informality is the byword on 
the Hill. A well groomed look with a friendly atti
tude is much more important than a fashionable dress. 
Clothes don't make the Coed. 
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INTRODUCTIONS ARE FUN 
Most of us go into cold chills when we have to 

introduce people, and consequently, at parties or 
dances we slink away from the ordeal. College is an 
excellent place to learn how to make introductions
at teas, receptions, dinners, and dances. When you have 
to take the step yourself, remember that the younger 
lady is presented to the older one; that the gentleman 
is presented to the lady; and that the person you are 
with is presented to the first member of the receiving 
line. You merely have to say, "Professor Wisdom, may 
I present Mr. Joe College?" and that's all there is to it. 
There'll be a receiving line at the Junior Grandmother 
tea, but relax, it's up to your Junior Grandmother to 
make introductions. 

Don't forget to introduce yourself at a table in the 
dining room. There'll be girls you don't know-and 
who may turn out to be very friendly if you'll say, 
"I'm Jean Jones. Who are you?" Lots of other times 
you'll be with people you haven't met, and it's the 
easiest thing in the world to introduce yourself and 
start conversations. 

Dates should be introduced to your Head Resi
dent, too. She is interested in your friends and will be 
very pleased when you introduce them to her. "Mrs. 
Head Resident, I'd like you to meet Johnny College," 
is all that's necessary, and both Johnny and Mrs. Head 
Resident will feel you are a polite and courteous girl. 

Try introducting people more often, and it'll soon 
come naturally. 

POISE AT THE PARTY 
Poise is an indefinable quality which you may 

cultivate with experience. As we see it, it is the ability 
to meet and cope with any sort of situation gracefully 
and with tact. All sorts of problems may come up-



and it's up to you to meet them well. Don't go against 
your better judgement to follow the crowd-but don't 
be a "wet blanket" either. There's a happy medium 
that can be found, and pretty soon you will find the 
kind of people who like to do the things you like to do. 

You may be a little green about some things, but 
you'll never hide it in the blase sophistication act
you'll only be showing· everyone how green you really 
are. Be yourself-at your best, of course, but neverthe
less-yourself. Don't believe all you hear-if there's 
a new line going around, the fellows will try it fi.rst on 
a freshman. Laugh it off-you can get out of a lot of 
ticklish situations with gav banter. Be gay, but don't 
hog the limelight. Others like it too. If your date is a 
fizzle, if he becomes slightly inebriated before the 
evening is over, or if you don't care for the party in 
general-hold your head up; keep your common sense, 
be a good sport-and carry it off as well as possible. 
But make a mental note for next time. Be tolerant of 
others-but keep your own principles. 

ACTIVITIES 

Granted that you come to Cornell mainly to study 
-yet there are times when the books begin to pall and
a little diversion is necessary. If you plan your studying
carefully, you will find that extra-curricular activities
fit very neatly into your schedule ( and your marks
won't suffer, either). The university has a great deal
to offer the girl who wants to develop a well-rounded
character; one who wants knowledge not only from
books, but from meeting, talking and working with
others. Taking part in some of these college activities
will give you a clear understanding of people, an ability
to co-operate with your associates, and a broader view
of Cornell as a whole. Through them you meet those



whose interests correspond to yours, you will make new 
friends, and you will have a lot of fun. 

Don't however, get fired with enthusiasm and bite 
off more than ,you can chew. The best policy is to find 
out first how much time you must devote to studying, 
get yourself well settled, and then go out for the activ
ity you are most interested in, if you are sure that you 
can handle it. Trying to do too marty things at once is 
futile-they all suffer, and so do you. 

Rushing in where angels fear to tread is not a good 
idea. Look around a bit, get into your stride, and then, 
if you are interested, go out for an activity and stick 
with it-you'll get your just reward. 

Most activities are open to both �en and women, 
and the major ones are reported in the 1955 Desk Book. 

DON'T MISS THE ACTIVITIES FAIR OF 
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION WEEK, TUESDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 18. 

TRADITIONS 
One of Cornell's strongest traditions centers around 

the Freshman Class. All the Freshman men and 
women wear Freshman hats. These red caps serve as a 
marker to us that you are one of our newcomers and to 
you that you may know your fellow classmates. You 
can always pick out another Freshman by his or her 
hat. You will find yourself making friends more rapidly 
if you get into the habit of saying "Hi" to everyone 
you meet. If you are sincerely friendly, you will find 
Cornell a friendly place. 

You will become familiar with many other Cornell 
traditions. One of them is that of the Suspension 
Bridge. This is a narrow, dimly-lit bridge which is said 
will fall down if a girl does not kiss the boy she i� with 



when on it. Another regards the numerous dogs found 
everywhere on campus. The story goes. _that a grant 
of money was given to the University with the condi- • 
tion that no dogs be disturbed. Therefore, they feel 

· very much .at home and are fondly called by name.
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"CAMPUS QUOTES" 

, Lime-main library-on the Arts Campus

Libe slope-hill. behind the main library and the 
Straight-tray races and skiing school 

Straight-Willard Straight Hall-our Student Union 

Ivy Room-place to get coffee between classes and 
during dead hours-where you will see everyone
in the Straight 

Dead hour-free hour between classes 

Coop-Cooperative store on campus for student sup-
1 \ plies-in Barnes 
il 
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Triangle-Cooperative store m College Town 

College Town-shopping district halfway down the hill 

Crescent-permanent stands at Schoellkopf Field 

Quad-Arts School campus 

G.S.-Goldwin Smith Hall-home of the Arts College

Martha Van-Martha Van Rensselaer Hall-home of
Home Economics College 

Prelims-preliminary exams approximately every six 
weeks 

Busted-failed 

Pro-probation 

Japes-Johnny Parsons Club-on Beebe Lake 

Jim's, Zinck's, the Dutch-popular hang-outs 

Beebe Lake-small lake near girls' dorms 

Louie's-lunch wagon by girls' dorms 

Joes, the Spa-popular eating places 
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Ag Campus-site of Agriculture College 

Suspension Bridge-footbridge over the Triphammer 
gorge 

Cayuga Lake-the Finger Lake-pronounced Cayuga 

Penn--University of Pennsylvania-our biggest foot-
ball rival 

The Hill-Cornell campus 

Fraternity-never called "frat" 

White bucks-popular shoes worn by the men 

Imports-girls brought in from other schools for parties 

Infirm-University hospital 

ALMA MATER 

Far above Caygua's waters, 
With its waves of blue, 

Stands our noble Alma Mater, 
Glorious to view. 

Refrain-Lift the chorus, speed.it onward, 
Loud her praises tell; 

Hail to thee, our Alma Mater, 
Hail, all hail, Cornell! 

Far above the busy humming 
Of the bustling town, 

Reared against the arch of heaven, 
Looks she proudly down. 
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EVENING SONG 

When the sun fades far away 
In the crimson of the west, 

And the voices of the day 
Murmur low and sink to rest,-

Refrain-Music with the twilight falls· 
O'er the dreaflling lake and dell; 

'Tis an echo from the walls 
Of our own, our fair Cornell. 

Welcome night, and welcome rest, 
Fading music, fare thee well; 
Joy to all we love the best, 
Love to thee, our fair Cornell. 

GIVE MY REGARDS TO DAVY 

Give my regards to Davy, 
Remember me to Teefy Crane, 

Tell all the pikers on the.Hill 
That I'll be back again. 

Tell them of how I busted 
Lapping up the high, high ball. 

We'll all have drinks at Theooore Zinck's 
When I get back next fall. 




